T he idea that diseases such as malaria could be controlled by manipulating inherited traits of the organisms responsible for their spread has been around for decades (e.g., ref. 1) . Technical barriers to the feasibility of the approach have remained numerous, but progress in genetic engineering techniques has made the scenario more viable. In 2003, a paper in the Proceedings of the Royal Society B suggested an innovative way to genetically modify naturally occurring "selfish genes," which could be used to manipulate wild populations of various organisms (2) . A decade later, the potential use of the ground-breaking tool CRISPR/Cas9 for these "gene drives" brought the idea closer to reality (3) and also ignited public debate about the idea. We might eventually succeed in genetically modifying species for the sake of public and environmental health, but how can that be done in an ethical way? What might be the unintended consequences of such an approach? And who should be involved in the conversation?
In November of 2017, an interdisciplinary panel discussed the complexities of gene drive applications as part of the third Sackler Colloquium on "The Science of Science Communication." The panel brought together a social scientist, a life scientist, and a journalist to discuss the issue from each of their unique perspectives. This paper builds on the ideas and conversations from the Colloquium session to provide a more nuanced discussion about the context surrounding responsible communication and decisionmaking for cases of post-normal science. Deciding to use gene drives to control and suppress pests will involve more than a technical assessment of the risks involved, and responsible decisionmaking regarding their use will require concerted efforts from multiple actors. Gene drives represent a classic case of "postnormal science" (4) for which purely technical expertise is not enough to address the complexities surrounding a scientific issue that has not only technical but also social, ethical, and legal dimensions. Unlike "normal" scientific issues for which risk assessment can be based for the most part on scientific inputs, post-normal science has to rely on a multitude of perspectives when assessing risks and benefits. Along the same lines, reflecting on communication about the post-normal science of gene drives can only benefit from multidisciplinary approaches. Our aim is therefore to use our collective experiences and knowledge to highlight how the current debate about gene drives could benefit from lessons learned from other contexts and sound communication approaches involving multiple actors.
Gene Drives: From Species Irradiation to Species Preservation
In 1950, a few years after Hermann Muller received the Nobel Prize for his work on radiation-induced genetic mutations, the entomologist, Edward Knipling wrote to him inquiring about whether pest insects that became genetically sterile when mutated by exposure to radiation could be used to eradicate damaging species. This led to development of the sterile insect technique that eliminated a major cattle pest from almost all of North and Central America, saving billions of US dollars and decreasing use of insecticides. The method required the rearing and release of hundreds of millions of irradiated insects (5) . Because this method only worked on a few pest species (6) it led researchers to consider how it could be improved to broaden its reach. The key seemed to be developing a means by which genetically manipulated insects could be released with genetic traits that spread through a population even though they conferred no benefit to the insect (or actually decreased the insect's fitness). Even in the 1940s researchers were examining how they could drive genes into a pest to cause demise of its natural populations (6) .
Fast-forward to the age of genomics and we appear to be on the threshold of genetic methods that will enable us to spread genes that disrupt the ability of pests to transmit pathogens or bias their sex ratio so that virtually all offspring are male. Of course, a population with few females is bound for extinction. There are typically two components to these manipulations. First, there must be a way to alter or disable a gene to alter the individual pest's biology. Then, there needs to be a way to link it to a gene or to genetic systems to drive it into the population.
Many approaches have been devised for driving the "effector" genes into pest populations, but the one that has garnered the greatest attention recently is the use of CRISPR/Cas9 gene drives. Such a gene drive could, theoretically, spread from its initial introduction into a fraction of the population to almost all individuals in that population and beyond it, which makes it both exciting and scary. If these CRISPR/Cas9 gene drives succeed, we could eliminate malaria, save endangered species, and control agricultural and household pests without insecticides. But, in the wrong hands it could harm ecosystems or our food supply by targeting populations of species that serve useful roles. Also of concern is that researchers with good intentions could cause harm because of unanticipated impacts of their manipulations (7) .
In many countries, there are regulations in place to guard against unintended effects of releasing genetically engineered organisms into the environment. But these regulations were developed for crop plants and animals that typically don't spread on their own in the environment. The existing regulations for engineered organisms call for a step-by-step process where the first releases are in small isolated areas to ensure that there is no unexpected spread or persistence (8) . With gene drives, the intention is for the engineered organism to spread in the environment, so the established regulations are not generally appropriate for testing them, even in somewhat isolated environments (8) . Researchers, regulators, and communities have been trying to develop approaches for the responsible testing and control of gene drives for a number of years (e.g., refs. [9] [10] [11] . No nation has regulations in place for gene drives and no case of release of an organism with a gene drive has been recorded, but there is a need to prepare for the eventual development of strains with a stable gene drive that could be released.
Most of the public discussions of gene drives relate to one theoretical type of gene drive where the release of a small number of individuals could cause the spread of the gene drive and linked effector genes to all or almost all populations of that species in the world. It is important to recognize that this is only one type of gene drive and that it will be very difficult to develop such a gene drive to function indefinitely without pests evolving resistance to it (12, 13) . There are other types of gene drive that have been developed in laboratory populations of insects, some of which use CRISPR/Cas9, and others that use different approaches. One approach involves creation of a strain that reproduces well on its own, but when it mates with individuals from natural populations it produces many inviable offspring or grandoffspring. Models of this system show that it can spread and predominate in a population, but only if enough individuals are released so that the engineered individuals are initially more than 25% of the total population (14, 15) . If the engineered individuals carry genes for not transmitting malaria and this method results in the engineered trait becoming predominant in a local population, malaria transmission is locally inhibited. If a few engineered pest individuals move to a new location, they would be rare and therefore unable to spread in that new location. There are a number of theoretical approaches with this characteristic. Some have been shown to work in small laboratory colonies (16) (17) (18) .
Other approaches that aim at localization have the goal of searching for a specific gene that differs between the targeted population and other populations. With this approach, the gene drive can only function in individuals with the form of the gene found in the target population. Finally, there are approaches that are expected to drive genes into populations for only a limited period of time (19) .
Clearly, the risks inherent in gene drives designed to spread indefinitely to all populations are likely to be greater than with those that are designed to have limits to spread. Concerns with unlimited gene drive approaches have resulted in researchers considering genetic manipulations that would make nontarget populations immune to these gene drives (3) . This would make it unlikely that the gene drive could cause destruction of an entire species.
So, what if a single species were wiped off the face of the Earth? In many cases it would probably be hard to measure any ecosystem impact if the changes were small compared with changes caused by other factors. In other cases, if the species was key to functioning of the ecosystem, there could be major disruption. Often people point to rats and mice; where invasive they cause harm, but they are important in their native habitats. Of course, one must balance risk and benefit. What would be considered acceptable risk if the benefit was ridding the planet of malaria? What would be acceptable risk if the benefit was saving one beautiful bird species? Here is where culture and diverse public values come into play.
The Role of Journalists in Communicating the Uncertainties Journalism, especially science journalism, has an important role to play in helping the public understand complex and technical subjects, especially those that raise ethical issues (20) . Journalism in various forms-in writing, video, or audio, or in iterations of these forms shared on Twitter, Facebook, or other social media, which we discuss in more detail below-is a major source of information for most of the lay public, especially for sciencerelated information (20) . Despite this prominence, journalism faces many key challenges as media environments and pressures change (21) . And, to paraphrase a quote that is itself an example of popular misunderstanding because it has been falsely attributed to Mark Twain and others: a misconception can travel halfway around the world before the facts get their boots on.
Corralling and correcting misconceptions-and disseminating facts-is especially critical with a topic like gene drives because it is not only complicated, but untested. There are many unknowns, and unknowns can be viewed as carrying big risks (22) . How researchers and practitioners use gene drives in their first attempts to manipulate the DNA of organisms could have a lasting, potentially permanent, impact on society's view of this technology.
Editing pernicious genes to make a disease-causing mosquito or a pathogen-carrying rodent less harmful sounds like an appealing idea. But there are serious questions about the ethics of engineering a wild species and about potential environmental consequences that might change ecosystem dynamics or spread well beyond the specific targeted location.
Good journalism communicates the scientific facts and ethical questions in a responsible and fair manner. It explains how gene drives operate in clear language, possibly supplemented with graphics that show how it compares to typical gene editing and how the genetic change could be designed to travel down through the germ line and ultimately alter genes in most or all individuals in a population (23) . It says what is known and what is unknown about the science.
Journalism should communicate in ways that do not raise false hope or cause false alarm. That includes headlines, because a headline is usually the first, and sometimes the only, element of an article a person might read. Effective journalism might use analogies or describe historical examples of scientific advances that raised ethical questions and explain how those questions were approached and navigated (24) .
It's important to include the views of credible researchers and thoughtful stakeholders on all sides of the issue. One way to find the diverse viewpoints is to simply ask the primary interviewee, "Who are your most credible critics and what would they say?" Very few watershed discoveries in science are implemented in the real world without first encountering criticism and caution from people who have studied the field or from those who might be affected by the change. So a journalist's job is to seek out and ask questions of proponents and opponents, and to accurately reflect the tensions and dissensions. Respected journalism is not promotional and it is not unsubstantiated; its purpose is to investigate, challenge, and explain (23) .
As gene drive research advances, journalists should and will evaluate the roles of different constituencies and new developments. For example, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, part of the United States military, has become a major funder of gene drive research (25, 26) . Critics and groups that are fearful of gene drive worry that the military will end up using the technology as a biological weapon (25, 26) . Military officials say they are concerned that enemies might use the technology that way, so they want to develop ways to counteract nefarious uses of gene drive. Journalists should keep track of this militaryfunded research, ask questions about goals and results, and report significant findings to the public, whose tax dollars are footing the bill for the research.
There is also potential for commercial use. For example, as the MIT Technology Review reported in December 2017, the California Cherry Board is funding research by scientists who are experimenting by putting a gene drive in the spotted-wing Drosophila, an invasive fruit fly that ruins cherry crops, as a way to potentially eradicate the flies or stop their ability to damage cherries (27) .
And it will be important to monitor the major public health projects being considered for gene drive. In hopes of attacking the scourge of malaria, the Gates Foundation has invested more than $75 million in research at Imperial College in London aimed at engineering a gene drive to make female malarial mosquitoes sterile so that the species would essentially be extinguished. In April 2018, in an opinion piece in The Telegraph, Bill Gates wrote, "I'm particularly excited about the potential of gene drive, a method of mosquito control that can make mosquitoes infertile or prevent them from carrying the malaria parasite" (28) . He added, "We have a long way to go before the technology is perfected, but it is the kind of breakthrough we need, while deploying other proven tools in the short run."
Science journalists should also follow the innovative scientific efforts, some described in the previous section, to modulate or limit the effects of gene drive before it is ever deployed in the real world. Those include restricting the edited change to a specific location, like an island, or engineering it so that it would peter out after several generations. Will any of these approaches be feasible, acceptable, or effective?
Journalists are also reporting on the ways that scientists are engaging in debate, in expressions of caution, and in ways of making data and other information directly available to the public. The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine released a report in 2016 that examined the technical, social, and ethical issues surrounding gene drives (8) . The report (8) concludes that ". . .there is broad agreement on the importance of engaging affected communities and broader publics in decision making about activities involving gene drives. The outcomes of engagement may be as crucial as the scientific outcomes to decisions about whether to release a gene-drive modified organism into the environment." For a more in-depth review of public engagement models and mechanisms, see Rowe and Frewer (29) . Concerns about the social and cultural acceptability of gene drives and the need for community engagement dates back before the discovery of CRISPR (e.g., refs. 30 and 31).
In one example of a gene drive discussion that has received considerable coverage, Kevin Esvelt, an evolutionary biologist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, held discussions with the communities of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard about eventually using gene drive to engineer white-footed mice with antibodies that would allow the mice to resist Lyme disease and other tick-borne illnesses. Esvelt's unusually forthright way of communicating with residents of these islands was an interesting aspect of the gene drive story itself, as was the fact that the communities said no to gene drive (but might ultimately say yes to more conventional genetic engineering that does not automatically spread throughout an entire population).
In November 2017, Esvelt and Gemmell (32) published a perspective piece that was critical of New Zealand conservation biologists' interest in potentially using gene drives for eradicating invasive species that are a threat to the country's existing biodiversity. The concern was that the gene drives would move beyond New Zealand and alter ecosystems in places where the targeted species occurred naturally. At the same time, Esvelt and coworkers (33) published a mathematical model, indicating that a gene drive can spread so rapidly to places where a species isn't invasive that it could in essence create an invasive species itself. This critical call for researchers and conservationists to "be bold in our caution" (32) resulted in articles by journalists, some with strongly worded headlines expressing reservations about gene drive (34) (35) (36) .
Some others doing gene drive research and assessment felt that their efforts and findings were not represented in those articles. They pointed out that the published mathematical model had not been peer reviewed (33) and only examined gene drives that did not cause reduction in the number of individuals in a population. These scientists felt that while this model was reasonable for examining dynamics of a gene drive that altered a mosquito species' ability to transmit a pathogen without reducing the number of mosquitoes, the model was not appropriate for commenting on the gene drives designed to decrease or eradicate an invasive species population (2, 37, 38) . Conservation biologists in New Zealand were caught by surprise because they thought they were already being very cautious in their deliberations about the possibility of using gene drives in the future. These case studies highlight the need for scientists to be trained in science communication to more effectively discuss and engage with various audiences, rather than for them to rely on their own intuition for communication (39) . They underscore the responsibility of journalists to reflect the views of all relevant scientific voices. And they suggest that social science research should analyze these early case studies of applications of gene drives to better understand their complexities and dynamics, especially with respect to their communication aspects.
These days, journalism also offers many avenues for laypeople to respond and comment, and those should be considered part of the public engagement ecosystem as well. Allowing people to air their concerns and views may help build public trust in science; this should be evaluated empirically to determine its effectiveness. In 2016, when the National Academies endorsed continued research on gene drive but did not endorse any releases, the New York Times article about the recommendation generated a number of reader comments (40) . "This will only have one outcome," wrote a reader from Massachusetts (41) . "And it's not bad. It'll be horrible beyond all belief." A Minneapolis reader wrote: "The Academies suggested that more work must be done. What kind of illogical arguments must be used to stop this work? Only ones based on fear and ignorance of basic scientific principles. . .Let the experts experiment!" (41) .
One reader referenced the Robert Burns line that "the best-laid schemes of mice an' men often go awry" (41) and another warned against human beings playing "the Sorcerer's Apprentice by making decisions about which species to wipe out. Let's put away the magic broom and lock the closet door" (41) . A reader from New York saw a welcome application: "Scientists: Please make cockroaches next on your 'elimination list'" (41) . And another reader jokingly made a point that might resonate in some way with people on all sides: "There is one species that truly needs management, and it's not a mosquito" (41) .
Public Opinion and Gene Drives
As mentioned above, most people find out about advances in science through media coverage. However, mainstream media attention to gene drives is still relatively low compared with coverage of other genetic engineering applications and levels of public awareness are most likely very low. Although to the best of our knowledge, data on public opinion and awareness about gene drives has yet to be published, some useful take-home messages can be extrapolated from what we know about public attitudes toward genetic engineering in general and gene editing in particular. In 2016, although 66% of Americans reported having a fair (or higher) understanding of genetically engineered food (42), 46% reported not having heard or read anything at all about gene editing. An additional 48% had heard or read only a little (43) .
This does not prevent Americans from having an opinion about gene editing. Despite having heard little about the topic, over half of American adults (53%) supported the use of geneedited mosquitoes to help fight the Zika virus during the 2016 outbreak (44) . However, when asked about editing genes in wildlife populations, the majority of respondents said it "messes with nature" (71.3%) and over half said it "allowed humans to play god" (59.7%) (45) . Respondents are more divided regarding the morality of editing genes in wildlife to decrease or eliminate local populations of animals or plants that are causing environmental problems, 38.5% finding it morally unacceptable, 29.7% being unsure, and only 32% finding it acceptable (45) .
These results are not surprising. Empirical social science research has long established that explaining the science behind a technology, such as gene drive, to lay audiences, does not automatically translate into more support for the technology (46) . Indeed, only providing science-related information assumes there is a public "knowledge deficit" that, once corrected, will lead to a change in audiences' attitudes and on better public understanding. The knowledge deficit approach has proven to be ineffective in meaningfully engaging public audiences in a wide range of scientific issues (47), including genetic engineering (48) . In fact, different individuals can interpret the same information in different ways through motivated reasoning, by filtering and integrating information based on their preexisting values, experiences, and perceptions (49, 50) . Value-based shortcuts used to make sense of complex science have included religiosity (51), deference to science (52) , and values embedded within different cultures (53) . The way issues are framed in media content can also resonate with some readers more than with others, and impact their attitudes (54) .
Additionally, perceptions of the risks related to a technology are for the most part related to "subjective risks" rather than "objective risks" (55) . Subjective risk is related to qualitative factors, such as the perceived magnitude of a technology's negative impacts or the ethical dimensions associated with its use [to cite just two of these qualitative factors; see Covello (56) for a review], while objective risk can be measured through a purely technical assessment.
It is plausible to assume American attitudes toward gene drive will be influenced by extant attitudes toward genetic engineering and gene editing technologies as applied to food (57) . Indeed, it has been established that individuals use their existing attitudes toward specific technologies to inform their views of unknown ones that seem similar. This phenomenon, known as the "spillover effect," is important to keep in mind when attempting to foster meaningful debate about gene drives. As discussed above, genetic engineering and gene editing in food have generated strong feelings in the United States (58).
Challenges Posed by Online Environments
Communication is not only about the content being delivered but is also largely influenced by the messenger and source of the content. Media consumers now rely less on content curated by professional editors in the form of newspapers and TV broadcasts and rely more on information that is tailored and delivered by algorithms (21) . These algorithmic sources, such as social media platforms and online news aggregators, are now how news consumers get over half of their news (54%), as opposed to sources that rely on human news selection (59) . Algorithmic editing enables media sources to target content directly to specific users, based on the preferences individuals set or by using data the sources collect about their audiences. This targeting makes it less likely individuals will be exposed to content outside of their interests or in opposition to their beliefs (60) . Additionally, news articles and other online content are very often accompanied by comments from other audience members that can affect readers' perceptions of the trustworthiness of the news source (61) . These factors make it harder to effectively deliver information to broad audiences online and engage them in meaningful discussions about scientific topics, like gene drives.
Individuals receive even more tailoring and filtering of information when they construct their own social networks and choose which platforms to use. As a result, these homogenous social networks act as "echo chambers" (62) and "filter bubbles" (63, 64) that further filter the information individuals are exposed to online, including information about scientific issues (65, 66) . Selectivity processes and individuals' homogenous social networks are especially concerning because of the challenges facing "traditional" science journalism.
Over the past decade, there has been a rapid decrease in the number of science journalists and amount of mediated content dedicated to scientific topics (20) . These changes in the media ecosystem have allowed scientists to take on a new role as direct communicators with the public, rather than relying on journalists and specialists to facilitate these conversations. Some scientists have therefore begun communicating directly with the public through social media or blog posts or online forums. This can be beneficial to public understanding in some ways, but it can also be detrimental because, without the balance and objectivity of good journalism, communication directly from scientists who lack adequate experience or training can be one-sided or serve as a means to promote their own work or research area, rather than provide a discussion of many different perspectives of an issue.
Additionally, communicating directly online shifts editorial decisions from professional journalists to the scientists themselves, thus opening the door to discussing and circulating research publicly before it has been published in peer-reviewed outlets (67) . In theory, social media platforms allow experts and lay audiences to engage and share information about scientific topics, but in practice it may be difficult to break out of the filter bubbles and encourage meaningful interactions (68, 69) .
A Case of Post-normal Science in a Complex Communication Environment As discussed above, deciding to use gene drives to control and suppress pests will obviously involve more than a technical assessment of the risks involved. A useful framework for this type of context is the concept of post-normal science: facts are uncertain, values are in dispute, stakes are high, and decisions are urgent. Although traditional (i.e., "normal") science clearly has a role to play in this decision-making, it will also necessitate a broader strategy in which "the complexity and uncertainty of natural systems and the relevance of human commitments and values" are taken into account (70) .
Gene drives are generally proposed or applied as examples of post-normal science problems, which are incredibly complex and may actually "have more than one plausible answer, and many have no well-defined scientific answer at all" (70) . As discussed earlier, there are several approaches to gene drives being explored, with various levels of effectiveness and controllability.
Considering the widespread implications surrounding the applications of gene drives, the involvement of many stakeholders, regardless of their credentials or qualifications, in the decisionmaking process is essential (70) . Engagement about gene drives should aim to foster open, substantive dialogue between all interested and affected individuals in areas where the technology may be used [see Rowe and Frewer (29) for more specific information about engagement]. This will necessitate a strong reliance on twoway communication between multiple stakeholders, an idea that has been advocated in the 2016 National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine report, which was pointedly titled Gene Drives on the Horizon: Advancing Science, Navigating Uncertainty, and Aligning Research with Public Values (8). This report defines public engagement as "seeking and facilitating the sharing and exchange of knowledge, perspectives, and preferences between or among groups who often have differences in expertise, power, and values" (8) .
Motivations for public engagement about gene drives include learning from the communities and various stakeholders about the contexts in which the drives will happen and building trust through transparency and well-informed consent (8) . Understanding the different contexts is especially important for gene drives because their applications are "already embroiled in important social debates and ethical discussions that reflect different values and priorities" (8) . As discussed earlier and in line with the post-normal science framework, conclusions reached through public engagement exercises might be as important as the ones reached through scientific studies when deciding to use (or not) gene drives in the wild (8) . In sum, plans for public engagement must be multidisciplinary and integrated into the decision process early on, rather than added on as an afterthought.
Challenges and Opportunities for Sound Science Communication
It is clear that the gene drives case is complex and that responsible decision-making regarding their use will require concerted efforts from multiple actors, including life scientists, social scientists, and journalists, particularly as far as science communication is concerned. The following conclusions and recommendations are the product of our collective experiences. We have reached consensus that these are crucial elements social scientists, life scientists, and journalists alike need to consider for communication about controversial science.
Scientists (the authors included) need to think carefully about what their goals are when communicating with journalists and lay audiences about complicated, multidimensional issues, such as gene drives, and must be transparent about these goals. Efforts should be made to disentangle advocating for a specific application of a technology that we know particularly well from providing the necessary information for others to make decisions regarding the technology.
Trust is built through transparency and this includes declaring and addressing potential conflicts of interest. This is sometimes tricky, as relevant conflicts of interest can go beyond the financial ones and can include how the topic at hand relates to our worldviews, the success of our next grant proposal, or the positive views of our administrators and colleagues. Additionally, while scientists should directly communicate with lay audiences and their peers to promote productive discussions, they need to take into account evidence from social science research when doing so to avoid potential pitfalls.
Journalists covering issues such as gene drives should strive to provide nuance and balance and reflect a diverse range of views. Reporters should ask about and mention their sources' potential conflicts of interest, refrain from alarming or oversimplifying, and explain how scientific efforts and evidence are evolving. Journalists who are not well versed on a particular scientific issue should also take advantage of the available resources and programs that work to support quality coverage of scientific topics, especially as more become available.
It is clear that commercial models for media incentivize narrowcasting and audiences are these days likely to find information that confirms their point of view. This is a reality that journalists need to take into account in their reporting, life scientists need to acknowledge when communicating, and social scientists need to address in their research.
Public desire for meaningful engagement in decision-making and governance of issues such as gene drives should be honored and will necessitate mechanisms to do so; social scientists will need to propose such mechanisms based on sound empirical data and will have to make sure their findings are communicated to audiences who can use them.
Interdisciplinary work engaging perspectives from various fields will be key in addressing complex, post-normal scientific issues.
